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Abstract 
Field sequential display has some advantages but 

color breakup (CBU) is the significant problem. 

Many researches had introduced several methods 
to reduce CBU phenomenon, however there are no 

reliable methods to measure the degree of CBU. In 

this report, a novel CBU measurement technique 
which was based on the image processing method 

and subjective analysis results had proposed to 

evaluate the degree of CBU. Color Breakup Index 
(CBI) was presented to be a useful index to 

recognize the CBU phenomenon in the different 

field sequential technique displays. 
 

 

1. Introduction 

 

Field Sequential technique had proposed for many 
years and for many different display types, especially 

in the DLP projectors. Using the field sequential 

technique to develop the novel LCD had became more 
and more popular topic for the following reasons: low 

power consumption, high color saturation, and it 

doesn’t use any color filters. Although there are many 
benefits in the field sequential color display, it may 

result in observed three or more chromatic separation 

during times of rapid eye movements. Called ‘color 
breakup (CBU)’, this phenomenon may cause 

discomfort and even visual fatigue in the observer. 

There are so many technique reports that talk about 
how to reduce the phenomenon of color breakup, but 

only a few methods were proposed to measure the 

degree of CBU [1][2][4]. Chung Hwa Picture Tubes 
(CPT) is a company that invests significant effort in 

research and develops in the field color sequential 

displays. In this report, all of the LCDs are provided 
by CPT. The image processing technique was 

presented to analyze the color combination of the 

image which has the CBU. The k-means clustering 
method and the concept of color distance were used to 

form a color breakup index. We convert RGB color 

space to L*a*b* color space, and then use the k-

means clustering method to detect the five major 
noticeable colors in the color breakup area. These 

colors will be considered the size of the appeared area 

to be the weighting value of each noticeable color. 
Finally, for each noticeable color, the color distance 

from the noticeable color to the ideal transition color 

and the weighting factor were used to calculate the 
color breakup index (CBI). 

  The remainder of this article will be described as 

follows: In Section 2, we describe the background and 
analysis method of color breakup. The color breakup 

measurement results are demonstrated in Section 3. 

Conclusions and future works are presented in Section 
4. 

 

2. Methodology  

 

2.1 Background of CBU 

 
Color Breakup (CBU) is defined as  the time 

sequence of colors which is constructing showing 

color of the display are broken by some reasons then it 
produces color aberration visually in motion contents 

[3]. There are two major components in color breakup, 

one is color aberration, and the other is it must be seen 
by the human eye. Color breakup phenomenon must 

appear in the display that used the field sequential 

driven technique, such as color sequential LCD, DLP, 
and PDP. CBU could be classified into two different 

types, dynamic CBU and static CBU. The dynamic 

CBU must happen in the boundary of moving image. 
When the color sequence is moved by a certain 

motion vector, eyes are tracking the same motion 

vector smoothly. While this movement, the colors in 
sequence are broken on retina. This phenomenon can 

be captured by the precise pursuit color camera 

system. Figure 1 is an example of dynamic CBU 
captured by the TTLA (Taiwan TFT LCD Association) 

pursuit camera system. 
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The Static CBU can be occurred by abrupt 
perturbation which produces destructed color 

sequence to the user’s vision system. This effect is 

much easier to be seeing than in dynamic CBU. A 
wheel chopper is a simple method to detect the color 

breakup. Figure 2 is an example of static CBU of a 

DLP color projector, and those pictures were captured 
by a camera. From the Figure 2 we can see that in 

the different catch time, the static CBU is different. 

 

 

 
Fig. 1. The example of dynamic CBU 

 
 

 
Fig. 2. The example of static CBU using the wheel 

chopper 

 

 

2.2 Analysis Method 
 

The flowchart of our CBU measurement system is 
shown in Figure 3. The RGB color channel of the 

captured color breakup image will convert to L*a*b* 

uniform color space. Then, according to the 
foreground (moving bar) and background color, the 

other three seeds color could be calculated by a simple 

mathematical method. For that, we have 5 seeds 
(including the foreground and background color), 

such as 5 yellow squares in Iteration 1 of Figure 4. 

Then the k-means clustering algorithm was proposed 
to detect the five major colors in the captured image. 

After some iteration times, the five noticeable colors 

were calculated. Figure 4 is an example of a clustering 
process. Foreground and background color must be 

two of the noticeable colors; the other three extra 

noticeable colors are breakup color appearing in the 
area of edge boundary. The lower right image of 

Figure 4 is the clustering result of dynamic CBU and 

the yellow squares are the five noticeable colors. After 
these extra colors were computed by the clustering 

method, we count the number of each cluster group. 
Since the color breakup phenomenon must be seen by 

the human eye, we should know the size (occupied 

how many number of pixels) of each noticeable color. 
The chromatic contrast sensitivity function (CSF) was 

considered to calculate the sensitive of these 

noticeable colors. It is important to note that the 
chromatic CSF filter behaves as a low-pass filter. The 

highest available spatial frequency is 18 cycle-per-

degree [5][6]. In digital image applications, cycles-
per-degree is a function of both addressability and 

viewing distance. This calculation is shown in Eq. 1. 
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Using Eq. 1 we can know the value of pixel number 

in the highest available spatial frequency. This value is 

called seen-threshold (ST). If the pixels of these three 
noticeable colors were too less to be seen (smaller 

than the value of highest sensitive frequency), these 

noticeable colors should be discarded. According to 
our setting of the subjective experience, 2 pixels is a 

threshold of recognizable size. 

 
 

 
Fig. 3. The flowchart of color breakup measuremen

t technique 
 

 
If the displays do not have the phenomenon of color 

breakup, the transition of two colors should align the 

ideal transition line, such as the blue points in each 
iteration image of Figure 4. The color distance 

between the ideal transition line and the noticeable 

color was used to present the level of color breakup. 
We use the 3 dimensional color space (L*, a*, and b*) 

to calculate the distance, so that the equation of 

distance is as follows. 
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Fig. 4.The illustration of k-means clustering iterat
ion process 

 

 
When the size of each extra noticeable color larger 

than the threshold of pixel counts in each clustering 

group, these noticeable colors were used to compute 
the color breakup index (CBI). As mention above, if 

the size is larger than the seen-threshold (ST), the size 

of noticeable color was used to be the weighing value 
to calculate the final color breakup index. On the other 

hand, if the size of noticeable color is smaller than the 

seen-threshold (ST), the weighing value of the 
noticeable color is setting to 0. 
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3. Results and discussion 
 

We design two experiments to test this proposed 
CBU measurement technique. The first one is the 

comparison of the different scroll speed and different 

tested pattern in the one color sequential LCD. The 
second experiment is that we used the other 2 different 

color sequential LCDs, a PDP and a DLP to compare 

the level of CBU.  
In the results, the different scroll speed will have the 

different level of color breakup. The more noticeable 

CBU will be caused by the faster moving speed. Even 
though the colors that appeared in the CBU region are 

the same at the different moving scroll speed, the size 

of these colors are different. Table 1 is the captured 
images and analysis results of different moving scroll 

speed. In Table 1, we can see the images at 8 ppf and 
16 ppf column are combined with the same color but 

different color size. Our proposed method could detect 

the difference and recognize the value of color 
breakup index (CBI). Besides, the different tested 

pattern also produces the different CBU, especially in 

the different field color sequential technique. The last 
column of Table 1 is the measurement result of the 

white-black (WK) tested pattern. We can see the CBU 

is quite obvious and the CBI value is also larger than 
the MG tested pattern at the same scroll speed. 

Second, there are 28 tested patterns (the 
combination of R, G, B, C, M, Y, W, K) used to 

measure the dynamic CBU of 4 displays. The 

measuring results are shown on the Table 2. From 
the measurement results we can see that PDP and DLP 

have the smaller average CBI values than color 

sequential LCD. Although the Lee [4] had mentioned 
that the PDP had the serious problem of CBU, the 

color sequential LCDs have the worst CBI value and 

need to solve CBU problem. 
 

 

4. Summary 

 

A color break up measurement technique was 
proposed to analyze the color breakup phenomenon. 

The perceptually uniform color space, L*a*b* domain, 

and the occupied region of this breakup color were 
considered to measure CBI. Dynamic and static CBU 

could be quantified using this novel CBU 

measurement technique. From the results we can see 
that this proposed technique was distinguishable for 

different kinds of field sequential display. 

Using these measurement results to discuss how to 
reduce the CBU is crucial in future related projects.  

Some tested patterns had the smaller CBU and some 
patterns had the larger CBU, those could be due to the 

color sequential order. It’s possible that changing the 

color sequential order for different color transition 
content could be the effective way to reduce the CBU. 
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Table 1. The dynamic color breakup phenomenon on the different scroll speed and different color transition 

Scroll Speed 8 ppf 16 ppf 16 ppf 

Captured Image 

   

Color 

Distribution 

Map 

   

CBI 248.4 424.45 1462.58 

 

 
Table 2. The CBI calue comparison of dynamic CBU in different field sequential display. 

Display LCD 1 LCD 2 PDP DLP 

Average 182.08 143.59 109.11 100.4 

 


